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May 31, 2018
To North lake property Owners:
Treatment of Eurasian Watermilfoil (EM) and Curly Leaved Pondweed (CLPW)
On Monday, June 4, 2018, weather permitting, we will chemically treat EM. Our survey indicated that North Lake (N.L.) has a
large amount of EM and smaller amount of CLPW. At a later date significant amounts of EM could appear and require treatment.
We will continue to monitor the situation and keep you informed.
The following are the areas that have been permitted for chemical treatment of EM and CLPW and may be treated on June 4,
2018, weather permitting.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ice House Bay
Jobie Hole
Jobie Sand Bar
Schneider Bay
Reddelien Road‐Big Lake‐most areas
Cornell Inlet
Aicher and Stippich properties on East Shore
Little Lake‐Didier, Luebke and Wheeler Properties
Little Lake‐King Property on West Shore
Little Lake‐Bradt, Tyre and Brink Properties

At this time we only expect to chemically treat EM in Ice House Bay, Jobie Hole, and Schneider Bay, but this could change based
on what we see the day of the treatment. Caution signs will be posted near the areas that were treated.
Please follow these restrictions in the area of the lake being treated:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

No swimming for one day
Do not use the lake water for three weeks for watering vegetable gardens
Do not use the lake water for watering grass for one day and flower gardens for two weeks.
There are no restrictions for eating fish caught in the treated areas.
Keep dogs and other pets out of the water for one day.

There are some other areas of the lake that have Eurasian Watermilfoil, but these areas are not significant enough to treat. If
you have Eurasian Watermilfoil in front of your property, please pull the plants by the roots and dispose of them in a place where
they cannot reenter the lake. Eurasian Watermilfoil is a very dangerous plant because it reproduces so easily and quickly. A
single piece of Eurasian Watermilfoil broken off from the main plant by swimmers, boaters or other activity can grow roots and
eventually replant itself. If Eurasian Watermilfoil is not controlled, it can choke off/fill up a lake. NORTH LAKE NEEDS YOUR
HELP! Please participate and remove Eurasian Watermilfoil from your property.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation and support.
North Lake Management District

